CD Reviews
Alan Jabbour and Stephen Wade

Americana Concert – Traditional
Fiddle & Banjo Tunes from the
Appalachians

Alan Jabbour: fiddle; Stephen Wade:
banjo, guitar
Stony Point / Shoes and Stockings / Santy
Anna’s Retreat / Bonaparte’s Retreat
/ Washington’s March / Paddy on the
Turnpike / Isom Waltz / Schottische /
Ragged Bill / Shooting Creek / Cabin
Creek / Falls of Richmond / Betty Likens
/ Liza Jane, Liza Jane / Red Fox,
Leather Britches

This is a live recording of Alan Jabbour
and Stephen Wade, made at the
Library of Congress in May 1998. The
29 tracks consist of 15 music tracks
and 14 thoughts, or introductions, on
each tune. These thoughts are, for me,
just as valuable as the music, giving an
insight into the culture and people of
those who formed the music. Those
who listened, or got to play with Alan
Jabbour when he visited Gainsborough
in 2005, will remember his warm and
friendly manner, and his obvious love
and dedication to old-time music.
This comes over wonderfully well on
this CD, and I felt that he was talking
to me, as well as the seated audience.
I think it was Mike Seeger who
remarked that old-time musicians
never said look at me, but sat back and
shared their music with their friends.
This record epitomises that attitude.
Stony Point sets the mood of the CD
– a rousing three part tune where
fiddle and banjo crackle along. Both
musicians listen to each other, taking
the lead or playing back-up as required.
Shoes and Stockings, although a simple
tune used by many as a starter tune,
is a prime example. Stephen Wade’s
drop thumb frailing way up the neck
is a real joy. Throughout the record I
got the feeling that they were looking
at each other and saying, “OK, your
lead, see what you can do with this”.
Bonaparte’s Retreat, in the usual D
tuning learned from Henry Reed, is an
outstanding track, as are the amusing
thoughts on the lessons of history.
Washington’s March is played as a solo
piece. Jabbour explains that many oldtime fiddlers always had tunes that
they felt were better unaccompanied.
Paddy on the Turnpike is preceded by
Jabbour’s thoughts on why fiddlers retune, and is worth remembering if (like
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me) you’ve been asked about re-tuning
by an orchestral violinist. Isom Waltz
has been a favourite of mine since
hearing it played by the Hollow Rock
String Band. This is accompanied
on guitar by Stephen Wade and is
played in D, with the second section
in G, a more gentle sound than the
banjo reflecting an older European
tradition. Unmistakably influenced
by the Scottish tradition (despite
the German spelling) is Schottische,
learned from Henry Reed who often
said “a good tune is a good tune –
wherever it comes from”. Jabbour talks
about the influence and interchange
with black musicians and the influence
of ragtime, before playing Ragged Bill.
Like a lot of ragtime-influenced tunes
it is in the key of C, although I have
no idea why this should be so, and no
explanation is offered, which is a pity,
as I’ve been asked this question at gigs,
but never had an answer. Shooting
Creek and Cabin Creek keep up the
high standard of playing, preceded
by Jabbour’s interesting reflections
on creeks and rivers as a means
of communication between early
American settlements, hence their
appearance in so many tune titles.
He also notes the widespread habit of
Appalachian fiddlers playing the high
part of a tune as the first section, with
the lower part second, unlike most of
the British tradition. Alan Jabbour has
noted this in one of his many essays,
published on the web. Tradition and
the misleading lessons of history make
an amusing introduction to Falls of
Richmond, which is the second of
his solo fiddle pieces. Betty Likens is
another deceptively simple tune raised
up above its humble reputation. Two
versions of Liza Jane appear and the
thoughts on the tunes note the use
of syncopation and the influence of
native American music. The disc ends
with Red Fox and Leather Britches. The
britches are actually string beans hung
up to dry and not, as I thought, items
of clothing.

All of these tunes will have been
played by old-time friends, but they
take on a new lease of life here. The
two musicians play each tune as if
it was a suite of movements. Subtle
changes in dynamics, lyrical when
needed, then a hard driving sound,
which is a joy to listen to. I really envy
the people who got to experience this
concert. The accompanying 12 page
booklet does not list the titles, but is a
summary of Alan Jabbour’s feeling on
old-time music and fiddlers, notably
Henry Reed. This, by itself, is worthy
of study. If you’re a fiddle or banjo
player and only buy one CD per year,
then get this one!
Colin Tipping

Available from: www.pxrec.com,
Amazon

Don Pedi

Short Time Here (Walnut Mountain)

Don Pedi: dulcimer, vocals; Bruce
Greene: fiddle; Adam Tanner: guitar,
vocals
Uncle Henry / Long Time Gone /
Darling Cora / Fire in the Mountain
/ Muddy Creek / Down the River I Go
/ I Love My Wife As Well As Anybody
/ Long Time Traveling / Sandy River
/ Old Kimball / Neighbor Girl / John
Salyer’s Waltz / Aunt Nancy / Pretty
Little Girl With The Blue Dress On /
Cluckin’ Hen / Wayfaring Stranger / Old
Black Cat Couldn’t Catch A Rat / Calico
/ Where the Sun Will Never Go Down

I am aware that the Appalachian
dulcimer is not everyone’s favourite
instrument because of its use of drone
strings. Personally I love drones,
whether they are from a dulcimer,
didgeridoo, hurdy gurdy, bagpipes
or even xoomi. Don Pedi has been
playing Appalachian dulcimers for
50 years having first heard one being
played as far back as 1964. He is an
acknowledged virtuoso player, and
he performs and teaches widely. The
Appalachian dulcimer is not the
easiest instrument on which to play
demanding pieces, but Don seems to
be able to play fast and ‘notey’ fiddle
tunes with ease and great style.
This album came as a digital
download version, the first that I have
experienced. Some useful notes on the
tracks, which appear with the actual
CD, are available to download with
the digital version. This brings the two
formats much closer together. I found
this to be a very enjoyable recording
and a refreshing change from the usual
string band offerings, good as many of
them are.

Don has enlisted the help of Adam
Tanner and one of my favourite fiddle
players, Bruce Greene, to accompany
him on some tracks. Half of the tracks
are songs, some a cappella, and Don
has a fine voice that sounds ‘authentic’
to the genre. I liked it. Bruce and
Adam never accompany together,
presumably to avoid ‘swamping’ the
dulcimer. Overall the arrangements
are superb and create a great feel and
sound, and the material is deeply
rooted in the tradition.
For me there were no ‘skip’ tracks but
there were some I liked a lot. We’re off

to a cracking start with Don playing
solo for the Violet Hensley tune, Uncle
Henry, although Violet told Don its
real title is Goodbye My Lover Goodbye.
Muddy Creek, the John Salyer tune,
works so well with dulcimer and fiddle,
and the dulcimer only rendition of
another Kentucky tune, I Love My
Wife As Well As Anybody, But When
My Back Is Turned, She’s A Huggin’
Everybody, is superb. Old Kimball is
an African-American work song, this
version coming from Texas Gladden
and delivered perfectly a cappella style
by Don. The same is true of the unusual
version of Aunt Nancy from that mine of
great songs, Almeda Riddle. Wayfaring
Stranger is a well-worn standard, but
the dulcimer works so well for this song
and Don’s version brings new life to it.
Finally I have to mention Where the Sun
Will Never Go Down, a beautiful song
from Oscar “Red” Wilson and a great
ending to the album, with harmony
vocals from Adam.

This is not one of those ‘easy-listening’
albums (anything with solo a cappella
is unlikely to be) but find a quiet
time, settle down and enjoy! So any
complaints? Only a couple of minor
gripes with the sound. Bruce’s fiddle,
mainly on Muddy Creek, doesn’t sound
quite right. Too much natural reverb?
Also the harmony vocals seemed a bit
down in the mix. But these are minor
niggles and do not seriously detract
from this very fine album.
John Messenger

Available from: Bandcamp (digital),
www.donpedi.com (CD)
Flora Knight and Sean Donald

Flora Knight and Sean Donald

Flora Knight: fiddle, vocals; Sean
Knight: guitar, vocals
You’re Learning / Indian Killed a
Woodcock / Please Don’t Stay Away /
The Sunny Waltz / Rockingham Cindy
/ Moon Behind The Hill / Weary Blues
From Waitin’ / Sweet Bama / Blue
Smoke / Horseshoe Bend / When I Grow
Too Old To Dream / Saturday Night
Waltz

This duo currently reside in Dunedin,
in New Zealand but their love of oldtime and country music comes out
of their extensive travels around the
States. They met in Toronto when
Flora (a Dunedin native) was on her
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